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NET and SQL to LINQ language conversions as well as customizations, extensions and installation of CRUD screens and
code, custom data access layers and reporting. It also provides pre-defined settings for various functionalities of all three

major.NET Frameworks, as well as the runtime language as well as the framework of choice. This bookware is a
customizable, offline tool with a broad range of capabilities, all of which combine to significantly reduce the cost of

migrating to.NET. The bookware is written using VB 6.0 and VB.NET or C# as well as SQL and LINQ. The syntax is not
altered in order to ensure that the tool will run in any environment. The latest version of the tool allows for Visual Studio

projects to be converted to.NET projects as well as allowing for the conversion of CRUD screens as well as creating
custom screens. The visual basic upgrade companion is highly configurable. You can create new forms for each screen or
page you want to migrate to a.NET framework. You can also decide the data types to migrate, such as those from DDL or
existing.NET types as well as change the destination data types to.NET types. You can choose to migrate only a subset of
the VB 6.0 screens or the entire set. The bookware supports your Windows Forms projects and can customize the project
to the need of the users or company. The bookware creates a migration project that enables you to either create a virtual

machine or migrate the existing VB6 applications to.NET and.NET framework 3.5 as well as VB.NET 3.5 or ASP.NET 2.0
projects. For the first time, you will be able to convert the VB 6.0 to VB.NET or C# to VB.NET or C#, VB.NET to VB 6.0
or C# to VB 6.0 or C#. The bookware enables you to convert VB 6.0 to VB.NET, C# or even SQL to LINQ. Visual Basic
Upgrade Companion is VB 6.0 to VB.NET or C# migration tool. This advanced tool provides a cost-effective solution that
features ADO to ADO.NET and SQL to LINQ language conversions as well as customizations, extensions and installation

of CRUD screens and code, custom data access layers and reporting. It also provides pre-defined settings for various
functional
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June 19, 2021- Visual Basic Upgrade Companion (VBUC) converts your VB6 code to C# and VB.NET. Endorsed by
Microsoft, VBUC generates 100% native code......and then compiles and runs on a Windows or Mac OS computer. ...and
then executed and displayed in Visual Studio. ...and then viewed in Visual Studio, Visual Test Professional, and Visual
Basic for Applications (VBA) or Visual Basic (VB) for Applications. ...and then run on a Windows or Mac OS computer.
...and then displayed in the browser in Microsoft Internet Explorer. ...and then run for viewing on a Windows or Mac OS
computer. fffad4f19a
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